Binary Decision Diagrams are in widespread use in veri cation systems for the canonical representation of Boolean functions. A BDD representing a function ' : B ! N can easily be reduced to its canonical form in linear time.
Introduction
Binary Decision Diagrams 1] form the backbone of many symbolic methods for veri cation of hardware and software. BDDs are essentially acyclic automata whose state spaces are shrunk by a technique called path compression. In this paper, we study a fundamental algorithmic problem that have applications to the e cient representation of automata on large alphabets. 1 partition of all its nodes after each update operation specifying a re nement of the current partition. A simple algorithm based on the linear time reduction of BDDs 9] implies that each node is touched potentially as many times as the number of operations. Thus an O(n 2 ) algorithm arises. In this paper, we formulate an O(n logn) algorithm based on an algebraic analysis of BDDs. We introduce the concept of decision partition to analyze the result of what is known as a Split operation in partition re nement algorithms such as 8]. BDDs cannot, however, be analyzed simply as usual partition re nements. In fact, we show that the split operation must be followed by a Grow operation. The Grow operation cannot be used with Hopcroft's \process the lesser half" strategy 4], since all decision blocks must be grown as opposed to the situation in partition re nement algorithms, where the largest blocks created can be ignored.
Fortunately, a variation FGrow of the grow operation allows certain blocks resulting from the normal Grow operation to be fused. Even though information is lost, we are able to show that if a partition is a xed point under Split and FGrow, then it is also a xed point under Split and Grow. In our online algorithm, we show that if a large block is being calculated, then it can be thrown away by being fused with another block, while the expense of calculating it can be attributed to a third block known to be small.
It has been known for a long time 4] that deterministic nite-state automata can be minimized in time O(m n logn), where n is the number of states and m is the size of the input alphabet. BDDs allow automata with n states and 2 n letters|each inducing a di erent behavior in the automaton|to be represented by graphs of polynomial size in n; see 3] , where also a relatively straightforward O(n 2 ) minimization algorithm is presented together with its application to a practical implementation of Monadic Second-order Logic on Strings.
We show that an easy application of our online BDD re nement algorithm allows minimization to be carried out in only O(n logn) steps, where n is the size of the representation. To our knowledge, the only other algorithm for large alphabets that reach a similar bound is that of 2], where incompletely speci ed transition functions are considered. The compression possible with the BDD representation is exponentially greater.
It should also be noted here that if automata are represented with BDDs that are not path compressed, then an O(n logn) algorithm follows easily by considering the automaton as working on words over B 7] . Path compression, however, seems to be of major practical signi cance although the asymptotic gain is only slight 6].
Finally, we mention that online minimization of automata on large, implicitly represented state spaces (not alphabets) have been considered in 5]. Online minimization here refers to incremental exploration of the state space. This algorithm bears a super cial resemblance to ours in that it also alternates between minimal and maximal xed point iterations.
Overview
In Section 2, we de ne the online BDD re nement problem and we develop an algebraic treatment of BDD properties. A simpe online BDD re nement algorithm when path compression is omitted is discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, we use the properties of Section 2 to extend the simple algorithm to the case of BDDs with path compression. Section 5 discusses the application to BDD represented automaton minimization.
Online BDD Re nement
Assume we are given a set x 0 ; x 1 ; : : :; x ?1 of Boolean variables. A truth assignment to these variables is a vectorũ 2 B . An assignment pre xũ up to i is a truth assignment to variables x 0 ; : : :x i . A Binary Decision Diagram or BDD ' is a rooted directed graph. The root is named^'. Each node v in ' is either an internal node or a leaf. An internal node possesses an index denoted v:i. Also, it contains edges v 0, which points to a node called the low successor of v, and v 1, which points to the high successor. The index of a successor of v is always greater than the index of v. A leaf has no successors and no index. Let the set of leaves be L. The graph ' denotes a function, also called ', from B ! L.
To calculate '(x), one starts at the root. If the root is a leaf, then the value '(x) is the root; otherwise, let i be the index of the root. If x i is 1 then go to the high successor and if x i is 0 go to the low successor. Continue in this way until a leaf is reached. This leaf is the value of '(x). (Since there may be jumps greater than one in the index of some of the variables, some of the values in the assignment may be irrelevant.) In general, if v is a node of index i andũ is a value assignment to x i ; : : :; x j , then v ũ denotes the node reached by following u from v.
The BDD ' de nes a partition ' of assignment pre xes given byũ 'ũ 0 if^' ũ '^' ũ 0 .
We shall consider the case where the leaves are used to di erentiate between ner and ner partitions of B . The partition is given by a leaf discriminator BDDs may also be shared. For example, we use' = ' 0 ; ; ' n?1 to denote a directed graph with roots^' i such that the nodes reachable from each root constitute a BDD. If D is a discriminator for the leaves, then we say that Proof Assumeũ 'ũ 0 . Ifũ andũ 0 have the same length, thenũ 'ũ 0 and thusũ 'ũ 0 . Otherwise, ifũ assigns up to i andũ 0 up to j, with i < j, then the pre xũ 00 ofũ 0 up to i is also equivalent (modulo ' ) toũ and all extensionsṽ up to j makeũṽ andũ 00ṽ equivalent (modulo ' ) toũ. In particular, all residues are the same, hence by the preceding lemma,ũ 'ũ 00ṽ , where we chooseṽ to be the extension of to j such thatũ 00ṽ =ũ 0 . 2
Partitions of BDD Nodes A partition P of a BDD ' is a set of non-empty, disjoint subsets or blocks of nodes, whose union is the set of all nodes. Alternatively, P may be viewed as an equivalence relation P de ned by v P v 0 i 9B 2 P : v; v 0 2 B. Since any assignment pre xũ leads to a unique node '; P induces an equivalence relation on assignment pre xes that is also denoted P .
To simplify matters, we assume in the following that all partitions are over the same BDD '. Also for simplicity, we shall often write P for P . 
Decision Partitions
An important part of our algorithm is to work with partitions that only become re nements of canonical partitions after moving nodes around. A node v is a decision node if it is a leaf or it has at least one successor outside its own block. Any other node is redundant. Split(Q) is the stable decision partition. This amounts to saying that Q is a xed point under Grow Split, i.e. Grow Split(Q) = Q.
Note that if Q is stable, then both successors of any non-leaf decision node are outside its own block (for if some block B contained a decision node v with only one successor not in B, then by following successors from v, we would eventually reach a decision node in B that is in a di erent decision block from that of v, but that would contradict that Q is stable).
Note also that Q is stable.
The Grow Operator
For any node v and any extensionũ, there will be a rst decision node w in some decision block M along u. In this case, we say that extensionũ from v Sometimes it is convenient to assume that the result of Split(Q) includes the argument Q. In this way, we may apply a Grow operator after a Split as in Grow Split(Q), which denotes Grow(Q; Split(Q)).
Lemma 3 (a) Grow Split(Q) re nes Q. (b) If P re nes Q, then Grow Split(P) re nes Grow Split(Q). Proof (a) Let P 0 = Grow Split(P). Since P 0 is gotten from P by carving out closures of decision blocks, it follows that P 0 re nes P. 2 Let M be a decision partition of Q. We say that M respects a partition P if whenever v and v 0 in are di erent decision blocks of M, they are in di erent blocks of P. Lemma 5 Let stable P re ne Q and let M be a decision partition of Q respecting P. Then P re nes Grow(Q; M). Proof Let Q 0 = Grow (Q; M). It can be seen that it is su cient to consider v; v 0 2 B 2 Q with v P v 0 . We must prove that v Q 0 v 0 . We establish this by proving that any extension hits the same decision block in M whether 
Online Algorithm without Path Compression
In this section, we formulate the online re nement problem for BDDs without path compression. We exhibit a simple algorithm that potentially touches each node with every update operation. Next, we show how to obtain an algorithm where each internal node is touched at most logn times.
To simplify the problem, we consider a single BDD instead of the multiple shared ones and formulate algorithms that maintain canonical equivalence classes at all levels, not only the root. We can then solve the vectorized problem by :; x n , we may insert the dummy variable x 0 and edges from a new root to the old ones^' 0 and^' 1 so that if x 0 is 0, then ' 0 is followed, and if it is 1, then ' 1 is followed. Equivalence of the two BDDs under the current leaf discriminator then amounts to whether the old roots are in the same block.
A Simple Online Algorithm
A BDD without path compression is equivalent to an automaton that classi es all words in B . For example, the BDD in Figure 1 classi es truth assignments u to x 0 ; : : :; x 3 into three classes according to which leaf is reached. If the discriminator v:d is the same, say 0, for all leaves v, then the corresponding canonical partition is as indicated. That is, at each level all nodes are in the same equivalence class. Now consider an update operation update( v 3 7 ! 1]), which places the third leaf into its own class D 1 . The resulting canonical partition is indicated in Figure 2 .
For each level, the block of node v is determined by its discriminator v:d. When an update(E) operation is received, we may assume that the current partition is the canonical one according to the value of D. We then need to further split blocks in order to re ect the perturbation E. If we assume a perfect hash function h : N N ! N, then internal nodes v are discriminated simply according to their behavior with respect to the equivalence classes of 
An O(n min(k; logn) + k) Algorithm
We can use Hopcroft's \process the lesser half" idea to obtain an algorithm where each internal node is touched at most logn times.
To understand how this is done, we consider the example again and note that C 0 can be calculated at no cost if its discriminating value is preserved: as C 1 is created, it can simply be subtracted from the original C 0 and what remains is the new C 0 . The new block C 0 has the property that all of its successors hits the largest block of leaves after the update. Hopcroft's observation here amounts to the fact that parent nodes whose successors are both in such blocks need not be explicitly considered when the split is carried out at the parent level.
Note that if we had speci ed E to be v 1 The data structures that we need to implement these ideas are: for each node v, a list of all parents; and for each level`and each discriminating value d calculated, a doubly-linked list L`(d) of nodes in the block determined by d.
The length jL`(d)j of the list is maintained in memory.
The iterative splitting and renaming procedure is then realized by for each level`to register the nodes `t hat have changed discriminator. Also for each block d old that is split, the set new(d old ) of new discriminators replacing d old is calculated. This information together with length information can then be used to decide for each d old when swapping is needed.
The details of this are as in Figure 3 . The running time of this algorithm is the sum of the time spent for the leaves (`= ) and for the inner nodes (`< ). Each time the parents of a node v are added to `?1 , v is in a block at level`, which is at most half the size of the block that contained v when it was last considered. Thus a parent v 0 at level ?1 is thrown into `?1 at most 2 log n 0 times, where n 0 is the number of nodes at level`. So the work for inner nodes is O(n log n), but also O(n k). Thus the online re nement problem for BDDs without path compression is solvable in O(n min(k; logn) + k).
Online Algorithm with Path Compression
In this section, we solve the following variation on the problem considered in Section 2.
Single BDD Online Problem Input:A BDDs' with leaves L and constant discriminator D. Maintained : For each node v, a discriminator value v:d is maintained.
Update: A partial mapping E : L ! N such that rangeD does not intersect the current discriminator. The current discriminator D is updated according to E. After each update operation, the discriminator values of nodes induce an equivalence relation, which is the same as D .
Output: A list of nodes for which v:d has changed.
Since we here have an online problem with path compression, we must alternately split and grow blocks of nodes. For example, the BDD in Figure 2 becomes partitioned as shown in Figure 4 after equivalence classes have been coalesced. In general after the current leaf partition D has been perturbed by E resulting in a new partition D 0 , we may calculate the new partition according to Theorem 3 by applying Split FGrow until a new xed point is reached. The Split algorithm simply calculates the new discriminator of the nodes in the list. As in standard BDD reduction, we hash on the discriminators of the successors and the index. The new mapping is calculated as before.
Main Idea
The main idea behind the FGrow algorithm is that when the decision blocks of a block B are to be grown, then all un nished blocks are grown in parallel until either (a) a block becomes too big (say half the size of B) or (b) until only one block is un nished or (c) until all blocks are nished. In case (a) and (b), the block in question is fused with the remainder. Despite this loss of information, a proper xed point will still be reached by Theorem 3. In case (a), all remaining blocks are then nished and they will all be small since a big one already was found. In case (b), all blocks, possibly except the last one, will by the absence of the condition in case (a) be small.
In both case (a) and (b), the work involved in building the aborted block can be charged to a nished block, if such a block exists. The nished block will then be small. For this argument to be correct, it is crucial that the work done is the same for all the blocks grown in parallel.
In case (a), a nished block always exists, but in case (b), there may be no such block. This situation occurs when there is only one decision block to begin with. In this case, the work involved will be proportional to the size of the decision block and it will be charged to the time it took to build the decision block. The algorithm makes sure that the original discriminating value of the whole block is maintained despite a possible new value assigned to the decision block. In this way, only blocks that are really split may result in further splitting.
In case (c), all blocks will be small.
Detailed Description
The di erent stages of the algorithm are shown in Figures 5, 6 , and 7. The Split is implemented in Figure 5 . The FGrow operation is implemented using the following concepts. Throughout the operation, parent nodes with a successor changing discriminator are accumulated in a list . For each block B represented by a discriminator d old described by new, decision blocks must be grown according to the main idea. The blocks that are explicitly described have discriminators new(d old When nodes are moved from one list to another, their discriminator is changed accordingly. Also, they are placed so that decision nodes occur before redundant nodes.
To help understanding the algorithm, let us consider an example where a block B denoted by d old has been split according to a decision partition that has placed all decision nodes of B into a list L(d To solve the BDD online problem, we also need to collect as output the nodes whose discriminator change.
Complexity Analysis
Theorem 4 The Single BDD Online Problem can be solved in time O(n min(k; logn) + k), where n is the number of nodes in the BDDs and k is the total size of all operations. Thus, if n also bounds k, then the algorithm is O(n logn).
Proof The total time spent initializing new before FGrow is called is O(k). The algorithm guarantees that any decision block that is fully grown is at most half the size of the containing block. Thus every time any current node or current parent is touched, then computation time is charged to a block, which is at most half as big as the previous time. Thus the time spent on each node is O(logn). This gure excludes time that is incurred when a block has only one decision block. In the case that the decision block is created during a Split phase, the time can be charged to the creation of the decision block (since we have argued that no further calculations arise from such a block). In the case that the decision block is created during initialization, the time (which is proportional to the length of the description of E pertaining to the block ) can be attributed to the total length of the input.
Thus the total time is O(n logn+k). We do not achieve the n min(k; log n)+k bound as in Section 3, unless we modify the algorithm: as long as the total size k of the update operations is less than log n, we use the straightforward method of reducing the whole BDD with each update at a total cost of n k. When k becomes greater than log n, we use our online algorithm and initialize with the current leaf partition. The minimizationalgorithm consists of rst reducing' with respect to initial partition fF; N]nFgand then repeatedly applying the update operation in order to split states. The output of the update operation is conjoined with the previous partition in order to de ne the leaf partition of the next update operation. This process is continued until a xed point is reached.
If we assume that n bounds both N and the number of nodes in the shared BDD representation, then the straightforward implementation (described in 3]) carries out each update operation in time O(n) and there are at most n iterations. With the BDD online algorithm, however, we can do better than O(n 2 ). For simplicity, we assume that the shared BDD ' has exactly N leaves, one for each i 2 N]. Thus the minimization algorithm can be written as in Figure 8 .
To analyze the running time of this algorithm, we observe that each i is included in changed states at most logn times. Thus the total size of all parameters E is O(nlogn). Thus the total time is O(nlogn) by Theorem 1.
Theorem 5 Minimization is O(n log n) for BDD-represented automata, where n bounds the number of states and the number of BDD nodes.
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